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ABSTRACT

The global pandemic of the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus has significantly strained hospital resources worldwide. Improved

understanding of the COVID-19 disease trajectory for patients requiring hospitalization would allow for the development of more

targeted preventative, diagnostic and therapeutic strategies. A covariate-dependent, continuous-time hidden Markov model

with four states (moderate-illness, severe-illness, discharged, and deceased) was used to model the dynamic progression

of COVID-19 during the course of hospitalization. All model parameters were estimated using the electronic health records

of 1,362 patients from ProMedica Health System admitted between March 20, 2020 and December 29, 2020 with a positive

nasopharyngeal PCR test for SARS-CoV-2. Demographic characteristics, co-morbidities, vital signs and laboratory test results

were retrospectively evaluated to predict clinical progression and outcomes. Several patient-level covariates were associated

with differential impacts on the risk of progression. Specifically, while being male, being black or having a medical co-morbidity

were all associated with an increased risk of progressing from the moderate to severe disease state, these factors resulted

in a decreased risk of transitioning from the severe to the deceased disease state. Body mass index (BMI) alone was not

found to be associated with an increased risk of disease progression, while higher age was associated with an increased

risk in progressing from moderate to severe and from severe to deceased states. Regardless of the differential risk profiles,

all covariates considered other than BMI and asthma were associated with an overall increased risk of transitioning to the

deceased state. Recent studies have not included analyses of the temporal progression of COVID-19, making the current

study a unique modeling-based approach to understand the dynamics of COVID-19 in hospitalized patients. Such dynamic risk

stratification models have the potential not only to improve clinical outcomes in COVID-19, but also a myriad of other acute and

chronic diseases that, to date, have largely been assessed only by static modeling techniques.

Introduction1

Since its emergence in late 2019, the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has caused a global2

pandemic with more than 4.3 million estimated deaths worldwide. Understanding of risk factors influencing disease severity is3

critical for efficient clinical management of COVID-19 patients. Studies have shown that risk factors, such as obesity, sex,4

and age are highly correlated with adverse outcomes in COVID-19 patients1–6. Furthermore, recent studies suggest such risk5

factors also may affect certain aspects of COVID-19 progression, specifically disease onset7 and time-to-death8. However, the6

effects of individual patient characteristics on the entire course of COVID-19 progression during a patient’s hospitalization is7

still not well-characterized. A better understanding of how individual characteristics influence not just the final outcome, but8

the full patient trajectory, could lead to better care, improved patient outcomes, and improved utilization of scarce resources.9

Various approaches to disease progression modeling have been proposed in the literature. These approaches range from10

deterministic approaches based on differential equations9, statistical approaches such as autoregressive models10, hidden11

Markov models11 and Gaussian processes12, 13, as well as deep learning tools such as recurrent neural networks14. The particular12

choice of a modeling approach depends on the amount and quality of knowledge about the underlying disease mechanism,13

the stochasticity and heterogeneity of the disease symptoms, sample size available for model parameter estimation as well14

as the need for model interpretability. In this paper, we primarily focus on hidden Markov models for characterizing the15

disease trajectory for hospitalized SARS-CoV-2 positive patients. The particular choice is motivated by several factors: 1)16

being relatively new, there is a general lack of understanding of the disease mechanism, 2) significant heterogeneity of disease17

presentation and outcomes and 3) a modest cohort size of 1,362 hospitalized patients. In addition, HMMs are fairly easy to18



interpret, compared to other statistical approaches such as Gaussian processes.19

To better understand the impact of demographics and comorbidities on the disease progression of hospitalized SARS-20

CoV-2 positive patients, we propose a covariate-dependent, continuous-time Markov model with 4 states (moderate-illness,21

severe-illness, discharged, deceased) to capture the dynamic progression and regression of COVID-19 during the course of22

hospitalization. We assume that the underlying disease states are not directly observed; rather, these states must be inferred from23

observational data collected throughout the course of hospitalization. Using electronic health records (EHRs) from patients in24

the ProMedica health care system in northwestern Ohio and southeastern Michigan, we propose a hidden Markov model that25

allows us to infer the effects of individual patient covariates on the progression and regression of COVID-19. Demographic26

information of the patients (e.g., age, race, sex), as well as the history of five vital signs and ten laboratory test results collected27

throughout the hospitalization were used to train the covariate-dependent, continuous-time hidden Markov model (ct-HMM).28

Instead of only analyzing the association between patient-level covariates and a single adverse outcome, as is done in static29

risk-factor analysis, we seek to uncover associations between patient-level covariates and multiple adverse disease-related30

events. It is hypothesized that these dynamic associations will depend on the current disease state. To the best of our knowledge,31

this is the first comprehensive model of disease trajectory for hospitalized COVID-19 patients which integrates demographic32

information, comorbidities as well as important vitals and laboratory test results. In contrast to previously published work that33

simply identifies static risk factors associated with adverse outcomes, we take disease severity into account which allows us to34

identify when in the course of the disease progression certain patient-level covariates are associated with adverse outcomes,35

such as progressing to a more severe state. We also demonstrate for the first time that the nature of association of certain36

demographic variables (such as age, sex, race and BMI) and comorbidities (such as asthma, diabetes, hypertension and kidney37

disease) with adverse patient outcomes can depend on the underlying disease state of the patient.38

Figure 1. Dynamic disease progression modeling allows us to determine when in the course of a disease a specific patient

covariate can be considered a risk factor. In COVID-19, sex has differential impacts on disease progression depending on the

underlying disease state.

Data39

The data used in this study is composed of electronic health records (EHRs) from patients of ProMedica, the largest health care40

system in northwestern Ohio and southeastern Michigan. The patient data used in this study corresponds to patients who 1)41

had a positive nasopharyngeal PCR test for SARS-CoV-2 between 03/20/2020 and 12/29/2020, and 2) were admitted to the42

hospital shortly before or after the positive result. A total of 1,362 patients met these criteria. There are three main sources of43

data available in this dataset, all of which were collected throughout the course of the patients’ hospitalizations: 1) Patient44

demographic information, 2) vital measurements, and 3) laboratory tests results. Details on these three data modalities are45

described in the following sections.46

For this analysis we consider patient-level covariates which are static over the course of the hospitalization. Patient age47

and BMI are two of the known risk factors for adverse outcomes in COVID-19 infections15, 16. While these are not static48
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covariates, on the time scale of the hospitalization they can be treated as such. Racial disparities have also been observed49

in COVID-19 death rates with Black Americans dying at roughly 1.5 times the rate of White Americans16, 17. The racial50

composition of this data was approximately 73% White, 17% Black and 10% neither Black nor White. Because there were51

so few non-White/non-Black races represented in this dataset we categorized race into three categories: White, Black and52

Other. While all known comorbidities of hospitalized patients were available in the dataset, we narrowed our focus to four53

relatively common comorbidities, all of which have been shown to be associated with adverse outcomes of COVID-1918:54

Asthma, hypertension, diabetes, and kidney disease.55

A total of 801 patients (58.8% of the cohort) were identified as having one or more of the four comorbidities under56

consideration. The number (percent) of patients in the cohort identified as having a particular condition was as follows: 62957

(46.2%) had hypertension , 410 (30.1%) had diabetes, 158 (11.6%) had kidney disease, and 98 (7.2%) had asthma. Note that58

patients could have more than one underlying condition. Of the four considered comorbidities 411 (30.2%) had only one, 29459

(21.6%) had two, 88 (6.5%) had three and 8 (0.6%) had all four.60

Patient data was collected throughout the course of the hospitalization. Patient vital signs were measured and recorded61

as per usual nursing protocols and were recorded in the electronic medical record. The vital measurements (vitals from here62

on) used in this study are systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), Respirations (Resp), Temperature63

(Temp), and urine output (UO). Results from laboratory test that were ordered during hospitalization were also available. The64

laboratory test results (labs from here on) used in this study are C-reactive protein (CRP), blood urea nitrogen (BUN), lactate65

dehydrogenase (LDH), procalcitonin, ferritin, anion-gap, D-dimer, Oxygen saturation (%O2-sat), hemoglobin, platelets. Table66

5 in the Appendix summarizes vitals, labs and patient-level covariates in the ProMedica dataset.67

Methods68

Several medical studies have analyzed the associations between various risk factors and adverse outcomes of COVID-1969

patients. Similarly, there has been a number of data-driven predictive modeling approaches to identifying associated risk factors.70

However, the vast majority of these studies have ignored the dynamic progression and regression of COVID-19, instead relying71

on static data.72

Our objective is to investigate the disease state-dependent behavior of static risk factors. To this end we model hospitalized73

COVID-19 patient trajectories given standard EHR data collected throughout the course of hospitalization and. This constrains74

our modeling choices to discrete state space models. Multi-state Markov models (MMs) and hidden Markov models (HMMs)75

are two well-known discrete state space models19 with a long history in disease modeling. Their generality and flexibility76

make them attractive models for biomedical panel data, with both MMs and HMMs having been applied to a wide variety of77

disease progression modeling tasks. A non-exhaustive list of such works includes applications to HIV20, cancer progression and78

diagnosis21–27, cancer screening28–33, vascular disease34, 35, pulmonary disease36, neurodegenerative disease37–39, sepsis40, 41,79

and diabetes42.80

The benefits of MMs and HMMs is that biologically plausible models can be proposed for the various disease states and81

the transitions between them. This is done through the use of a Markov chain or Markov jump process43. HMMs bring in the82

additional benefit of being able to account for measurement noise in the observation process. Finally, we note that Markov83

jump processes are continuous-time models, as opposed to Markov chains, which are discrete time models. As such, Markov84

jump processes are more appropriate when dealing with irregularly sampled data with a large amount a variability in the85

sampling rates. For these reasons, we will focus on Markov jump processes for modeling the underlying disease progression of86

a COVID-19 patient. In the remainder of this section, we lay out the details of the continuous-time hidden Markov model,87

which captures both the underlying disease progression and the noisy observation process.88

A Continuous-Time Hidden Markov Model for COVID-19 Patient Data89

To capture both COVID-19 disease progression and regression, we consider a four-state Markov model in continuous time.90

Two states correspond to the underlying disease state of a patient. We distinguish moderate disease burden from severe disease91

burden. We do not consider mild disease burden because of our focus on hospitalized patients. Mild cases of COVID-1992

are usually treated as out-patient visits. The other two states correspond to the two possible terminal states of a patient’s93

hospitalization: discharged and deceased. We assume that patients in the moderate disease state can transition into the severe94

disease state or into the discharge state, while patients in the severe disease state can transition into the moderate disease state95

or the deceased state. Moreover, we assume the these transitions are stochastic and can be modeled as a continuous-time,96

finite-state Markov chain. A graphical representation of this model is shown in Figure 2.97

The defining characteristics of a Markov jump process on a finite state space can be summarized by three probability98

distributions. The first is a probability distribution over the initial state of the system, which we will denote by π and refer to as99

the initial state probability distirbution. The second is a probability distribution over the amount of time spent in a state after100

the system enters the state. This is sometimes referred to as the sojourn time or wait time of the state. A defining characteristic101
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of Markov jump processes is that the wait time is exponentially distributed, and we denote the mean wait time by λi for state i.102

Finally, when the system transitions out of a particular state, there is a probability distribution over all possible states the system103

can transition to. We refer to this as the transition probability distribution, and we let pi j denote the probability that the system104

transitions to state j given that it transitions out of state i. To capture heterogeneity in disease progression, we modeled these105

probability distributions as functions of patient-level covariates. Mathematical details of the underlying Markov jump process106

and our parameterization of the model can be found in the Appendix.107

Figure 2. A four-state Markov model for a COVID-19 positive patient: two hidden disease states and two observed outcomes

states.

The underlying disease states moderate and severe are never directly observed. Instead, they are indirectly observed by

various measurements taken throughout the course of the hospitalization. In particular, the vital measurements and lab results

can be interpreted as indirect, noisy measurements of an underlying disease state. These measurements are taken with the

express purpose of inferring the severity of the illness. These measurements are sometimes referred to as emissions in the HMM

literature. The main assumption of these emission distributions is that they are independent from all other model parameters

when conditioned on the latent disease state. Specifically, we assume that all emissions are independent and normally distributed

when conditioned on the underlying latent state. When performing inference of HMMs one objective is to learn the different

parameters of the emission distributions (in our case the means and standard deviations) associated with each latent state. More

precisely, for a particular patient denote the latent state at time t by St and the jth emission at time t by y
j
t . We assume there are

parameters µ
j

s and σ
j

s such that if the jth emission is observed at time t when the patient is in state s we have

y
j
t |St = s ∼ N (µ j

s ,σ
j

s ).

where µ
j

s and σ
j

s are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of a normal distribution.108

Because of the conditional independence assumption made in HMMs, it is trivial to account for missing emissions by109

simply integrating over the unobserved data. Thus it is not necessary that all emissions be observed at each observation time,110

which is usually the case for EHR data. Finally, note that the end states discharged and deceased are observed states and thus111

do not have normally distributed emissions associated with them.112

Parameter Inference113

Parameter inference was performed by maximum likelihood estimation. Because the disease states are latent parameters we

wish to integrate them out of the likelihood function, giving us a marginal likelihood function. Let S denote a set of sequences

of disease states for all patients, let Y denote a set of observed emissions for all patients, let X denote the set of all patient

covariates, and let φ be the set of all Markov parameters and emission distribution parameters. Then the marginal likelihood

function is given by

L(φ |Y,X) = ∑
S

L(φ |S,Y,X). (1)

Note that this summation is over all possible sequences of latent states for all patients, which scales exponentially in the length114

of the longest observed sequence. The longest sequence in our data is on the order of 1,000 observations. Even with only two115
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latent states, this is prohibitively large. Recursive computations allow us to compute (1) in computational complexity that116

grows linearly with the sum of all sequence lengths44. Even with these computational savings, obtaining maximum likelihood117

estimates (MLEs) must be done in an iterative fashion, which increases the overall number of likelihood computations. Given118

these computational constraints on computing MLEs of our HMM, we still needed to parallelize the likelihood computations119

over multiple processors. After parallelizing the marginal likelihood computation, we applied automatic differentiation45 and120

used the gradient-based optimization algorithm Adam46 to obtain maximum likelihood estimates.121

To obtain standard errors of the MLEs, we performed a naive bootstrap47. Specifically, we sampled 1,362 patients with122

replacement from the ProMedica cohort, and from this resampled dataset we found MLEs as outlined above. We repeated123

this 2,500 times to obtain 2,500 bootstrap samples. Confidence intervals (CIs) were estimated via a bias-corrected percentile124

method47, 48. Due to the computational complexity of the likelihood function, significant computational resources were required125

to obtain the 2,500 bootstrap samples. We leveraged Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) high performance126

computing (HPC) resources to parallelize both individual marginal likelihood computations and batches of bootstrap samples.127

An HPC cluster of 100 nodes each with 36 processors was used, resulting in a total of 3600 processors used for computing all128

bootstrapped MLEs. Computing a single bootstrapped MLE with 100 iterations of the Adam optimization algorithm on 36129

processors required between 4 and 5 hours of wall-clock time.130

Finally, we note that the marginal likelihood function of HMMs is not guaranteed to be a concave function, meaning there131

may be many local optima in the optimization landscape. Because of this, when attempting to find an MLE for an HMM via132

gradient-based optimization methods, one must consider the sensitivity of the optimization procedure to the initial conditions of133

the parameters. To investigate the sensitivity of our inference procedure to initial conditions we first computed the MLE on the134

entire (non-bootstrapped) dataset with all parameters intialized at zero (assuming all parameter values have been transformed to135

lie on the real line). This zero-initialization acted as a least-informative reference point for the sensitivity analysis. We next ran136

the same MLE procedure 250 times, but for each run we initialized the parameters randomly, drawing values uniformly between137

-1 and 1. These job were run in parallel using 1800 processors on LLNL HPC resources. Results for these 250 runs plus the138

initial reference run can be found in the supplementary material. It was observed that the inference procedure was indeed139

sensitive to initial conditions, with each run giving different MLEs and different corresponding marginal likelihood values.140

However, none of the randomly initialized runs obtained a marginal likelihood value greater than that of the zero-initialized141

runs. For this reason we took the zero-initialized run as the global MLE, and initialized all subsequent bootstrap runs similarly.142

Clinical Interpretation of Latent States143

The defined latent states moderate and severe are purely mathematical constructs for modeling disease progression. In this144

section, we investigate the degree to which the defined latent states correlate with clinically defined measures of disease severity.145

First, we compare our disease state estimates to a proprietary risk metric used in clinical settings called Epic Deterioration146

Index (EDI)49. Second, we compare the inferred emission distributions corresponding to the defined latent states to NIH clinical147

guidelines on identifying disease severity in COVID-19 patients50. We describe these two methods in more detail below.148

Epic Deterioration Index149

Given the observed vital measurements and lab results collected throughout the hospitalization, estimates of the latent disease

states can easily be computed via the forward recursions used to compute the marginal likelihood. These latent-state estimates

come in the form of a probability distribution over the possible states moderate, severe, discharged, and deceased. More

precisely, for a given patient with covariates Xi and observed emissions Y i
t1
, ...,Y i

tn
from time t1 to tn, we can compute a

probability distribution over the possible disease states conditioned on the covariates Xi and all observed emissions up until

time tn. For our purposes it is sufficient to estimate the conditional probability that the patient is in the severe state. We denote

this probability by ri
tn

, which is defined as

α i
tn
= P(Si

tn
= severe|Y i

t1
, ...,Y i

tn
,Xi,φ).

The Epic Deterioration Index (EDI) is a proprietary risk metric used in conjunction with EHRs to better inform clinical150

decision making49. The index provides a risk score on a scale of 0-100 where higher numbers indicate higher risk of deterioration.151

Our model’s estimated probability of being in the severe state, α i
tn

, can also be seen as a risk metric that evaluates the health152

of a patient. Furthermore higher values indicate a worse state is more likely. Thus a high degree of correlation between the153

EDI and our model’s severe state probability estimate would provide external validation that our model is learning to correctly154

identify when a patient is in poor health.155

The EDI was available for most patients in our dataset, which we denote by Di
t for patient i at time t. We validated our156

severe-state estimate α i
t by computing the sample correlation coefficient between the series α i = (α i

t1
,α i

t2
, ...,α i

tni
) and the157

series Di = (Di
t1
,Di

t2
, ...,Di

tni
). The EDI was typically sampled at a higher frequency than the observed data Y i. If the EDI was158
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not available at a particular observation time tk, then a linear interpolation of the available EDIs was used to approximate the159

EDI at time tk.160

The sample correlation coefficients between α i and Di for the ith patient is given by

ci =
∑

ni
j=1(α

i
t j
− ᾱ i)(Di

t j
− D̄i)

√

∑
ni
j=1(α

i
t j
− ᾱ i)2

√

∑
ni
j=1(D

i
t j
− D̄i)2

,

where ᾱ i = 1
ni

∑
ni
j=1 α i

t j
and D̄i = 1

ni
∑

ni
j=1 Di

t j
are the mean risk metric and mean EDI, respectively. To discover if our risk

estimates are significantly correlated to the EDI, we conducted the following hypothesis test. Define Xi = ✶(ci > 0) and assume

that Xi
iid∼ Bernoulli(p) for i = 1, . . . ,N for some p ∈ [0,1], where N is the size of the cohort. If p is close to 0.5, this indicates a

lack of correlation. If p is far from 0.5, this indicates either a positive or negative correlation depending on whether p is less

than or greater than 0.5. The null and alternative hypotheses can then be stated as follows.

H0 : p = 0.5 ,

H1 : p 6= 0.5 .

The z statistic for this test is

z =
p̂− p0

√

p0(1− p0)/N
,

where p̂ = 1
N ∑

N
i=1 Xi is the sample proportion of positive results, p0 = 0.5, and N is the number of patients in the cohort. Under161

the null hypothesis, the z statistic asymptotically converges to a standard Gaussian distribution by the central limit theorem,162

allowing us to compute approximate p-values for this hypothesis test.163

NIH Guidelines164

Though we have labeled the latent states moderate and severe, there is no guarantee that the learned latent states will strictly165

adhere to any specific clinical interpretation that is consistent with such labels. If our model successfully learns clinically166

meaningful moderate and severe illness states, we would expect the MLEs for the emission means to be in concordance167

with clinical guidelines on identifying at-risk patients. We look for such a concordance within the National Institutes of168

Health COVID-19 treatment guidelines50. The NIH guidelines categorize COVID-19 disease severeness into five levels:169

asymptomatic/presymptomatic, mild, moderate, severe and critical. Under the assumptions of our model, patients with170

asymptomatic/presymptomatic or mild levels of COVID-19 severity are not hospitalized, and thus are not represented in our171

training set. The critical level of disease severity is not represented in our model, so we assume it represents the most extremely172

ill patients in our severe disease state. Focusing on the moderate and severe illness states, the NIH guidelines state the following:173

Moderate Illness: Individuals who show evidence of lower respiratory disease during clinical assessment or174

imaging and who have saturation of oxygen SpO2 ≥ 94% on room air at sea level.175

Severe Illness: Individuals who have SpO2 < 94% on room air at sea level, a ratio of arterial partial pressure176

of oxygen to fraction of inspired oxygen (PaO2/FiO2)< 300mmHg, respiratory frequency > 30 breaths/min, or177

lung infiltrates > 50%.178

Analysis of Risk Factors179

Identification of risk factors is critical for efficient clinical management of COVID-19 patients. A significant amount of research180

has been published on risk factors for adverse outcomes for COVID-19 patients. Almost all of these publications focus on181

uncovering statistically significant associations of patient covariates (risk factors) with adverse outcomes (such as the need182

for mechanical ventilation of death). As discussed in the previous section, in addition to typical terminal outcomes such as183

death or discharge, our proposed model includes additional disease states which have statistically significant correlations with184

clinical measures of disease severity. Specifically, our model considers the following events that can occur during the course of185

hospitalization: 1) disease progression from a moderate disease state to a severe disease state; 2) disease regression from a186

severe disease state to a moderate disease state; 3) disease progression from a severe disease state to the deceased state; and 4)187

disease regression from a moderate disease state to the discharged state. We next investigate risk factors associated with the188

two adverse events moderate→severe and severe→deceased in addition to the overall risk of ending in the deceased state from189

the point of entry to the hospital.190

When modeling disease progression it is not clear what is meant by an individual risk factor. Any particular covariate is191

associated with changes in initial disease state, disease progression and disease regression. Thus we must consider how a single192
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covariate is associated with several different processes, not just a single outcome, as is the case in static modeling approaches193

such as logistic regression or survival analysis. This difficulty can be seen in Table 1. Each column shows how a particular194

patient covariate is associated with changes in the various aspects of the disease model. In particular, we must consider how a195

change in a single covariate is associated with changes in the probability of entering the hospital in the moderate state, changes196

in transition intensities governing progression and changes in transition intensities governing regression. This makes it difficult197

to identify individual covariates as overall risk factors.198

To address this challenge we estimated several statistics that characterize the underlying Markov process and are more199

directly interpretable as measures of risk. First, we estimated the probability of disease progression conditioned on a state200

transition occurring. For example, if a patient is in the moderate state, then at some time in the future the patient will transition201

to either the severe state or the discharged state. We estimated the probability that the patient transitions to the severe state202

(rather than the discharged state) when this transition occurs, and we denote this probability by p01. Similarly, we estimated the203

probability that a patient in the severe state transitions to the deceased state (rather than the moderate state) conditioned on a204

transition occurring, and we denote this probability by p13. Second, we estimated the average time spent in the current state205

after entry into it. This mean wait-time is denoted by λ0 for the moderate state and λ1 for the severe state.206

A given set of patient-level covariates X determines distinct transition probabilities p01(X) and p13(X) and distinct mean

wait-times λ0(X) and λ1(X). We investigate the effect of covariates on these transition probabilities and mean wait-times by

taking two patient covariate vectors X and Y that differ only by a single covariate of interest. For transition probabilities we

compute the relative risk of transitioning to a more severe state between the two different cohorts. Specifically, the relative risk

(RR) between groups X and Y of transitioning from state moderate to state severe is defined by

RR01(X ,Y ) =
p01(Y )

p01(X)
.

Similarly, the relative risk of transitioning from the severe state to the deceased state is

RR13(X ,Y ) =
p13(Y )

p13(X)
.

In addition to the relative risk of disease progression, we also estimated the overall relative risk of ending in the disease state.

To do this we consider the following. Let p∗03(X) be the probability that a patient with covariate vector X eventually ends in

the deceased state starting from the moderate state, and let p∗13(X) be the probability that a patient with covariate vector X

eventually ends in the deceased state starting from the severe state. This is known as a hitting probability, and details can be

found in the supplementary materials on how to compute them from the Markov model parameters. We define the overall

relative risk of mortality as

RR∗(X) =
π0(Y )p∗03(Y )+π1(Y )p∗13(Y )

π0(X)p∗03(X)+π1(X)p∗13(X)
.

where the hitting probabilities are averaged over the initial state probabilities π(X). This value is not conditioned on207

being in either latent disease state, giving us an overall relative risk of ending up in the deceased state from the time of208

hospitalization. Finally, we also computed the ratio of mean wait-times in the moderate state W0(X ,Y ) = λ0(Y )
λ0(X) and the severe209

state W1(X ,Y ) = λ1(Y )
λ1(X) .210

If we consider the covariate vector X as a baseline (or control) cohort and Y as the alternative (or treatment) cohort, then the211

statistics RR01(X ,Y ) and RR13(X ,Y ) provide information on how risk factors in vector Y and absent in vector X are associated212

with the likelihood of progressing to more severe disease states. In particular, if RR01(X ,Y ) > 1, this suggests that the risk213

factors present in vector Y and absent in vector X are associated with an increase in the probability of progressing from a214

moderate disease state to a severe disease state, whereas RR01(X ,Y )< 1 suggests that the risk factors present in vector Y and215

absent in vector X are associated with a decrease in the probability of progressing from a moderate disease state to a severe216

state. Analogous relations hold between the statistic RR13(X ,Y ) and the probability of transitioning from the severe state to the217

discharged state. The statistic RR∗(X ,Y ) provides information on how risk factors present in vector Y and absent in vector X218

are associated with the overall probability of ending in the deceased state. In particular, if RR∗(X ,Y )> 1, then this suggests219

that the risk factors present in Y and absent in vector X are associated with an increase in the overall probability of ending in220

the deceased state.221

The statistics W0(X ,Y ) and W1(X ,Y ) provide information on how risk factors present in vector Y and absent in vector X222

are associated with changes to the average length-of-stay (or wait-times) in the moderate and severe states, respectively. In223

particular, if W0(X ,Y )> 1, then this suggests that the risk factors present in Y and absent in vector X are associated with an224
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increase in the average length-of-stay in the moderate state, while W0(X ,Y )< 1 suggests that the risk factors present in Y and225

absent in vector X are associated with a decrease in the average length-of-stay in the moderate state. Analogous relations hold226

between the statistic W1(X ,Y ) and the average length-of-stay in the severe state.227

In order to evaluate the effect of a particular covariate on disease dynamics over the population, we average the above

statistics over the empirical distribution of patient covariates. Specifically, suppose Xℓ = Yℓ for all ℓ 6= k and Xk 6= Yk for some

k. Then letting X−k = (X1, ...,Xk−1,Xk+1, ...,Xn) and EX−k
denote expectation with respect to the joint distribution of X−k, we

wish to estimate RRi j = EX−k
[RRi j(X ,Y )]. We approximate this value via Monte Carlo integration using bootstrap samples of

the empirical distribution of patient covariates. Namely, if X(b) is drawn with replacement from the empirical distribution of

patient covariate vectors and Y (b) is the same as X(b) except for one covariate of interest approximate the mean relative risk as

RRi j ≈ ∑
b

RRi j(X(b),Y (b)).

Bootstrapped standard errors and the bias-corrected percentile method47, 48 were used to construct 95% confidence intervals for228

these statistics.229

Results230

Parameter Estimates231

Table 1 gives maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for all parameters associated with the232

underlying Markov model, namely the linear coefficients which determine the probability distribution over a patient’s initial233

state and the Markov transition intensities. A ∗ denotes that the CI does not contain zero, indicating that the Markov model234

parameter estimates are statistically significant at the 5% level. Note that the coefficient for BMI is not significant for any of the235

associated Markov parameters while asthma is significant for all of them.236

For each emission (observed lab or vital) in our model, there are two distinct sets of parameters: one associated with the237

moderate state and one with the severe state. Because we have modeled all emission distributions as Gaussian random variables,238

we learn a mean and variance parameter for both the moderate state and the severe state. Table 2 shows the emission distribution239

parameters (mean and standard deviation) for both latent states (moderate and severe). If there is a meaningful difference240

between the two latent states, we would expect the resulting emission distributions to differentiate the moderate and severe241

latent states. In Table 2 we also show the difference between the MLEs of the emission distribution parameters along with 95%242

confidence intervals. Again, a ∗ denotes that the CI does not contain zero, indicating that the difference between the severe243

and moderate state emission parameters are statistically significant at the 5% level. Of the 15 emission distributions, all mean244

parameters are significantly different at the 5% level other than those of platelets, systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood245

pressure. Similarly, all emission standard deviation parameters are significantly different at the 5% level other than platelets,246

systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, hemoglobin, and temperature. This indicates that our model is successfully247

learning to differentiate two distinct latent states which can be characterized by several vital and lab measurements.248

Clinical Interpretation of Latent States249

The National Institutes of Health COVID-19 treatment guidelines50 served as our first baseline comparison to evaluate the250

correlation of our model’s inferred latent disease states to clinically defined disease severity. Strong concordance was found251

between inferred emission distribution parameters of our HMM and the National Institutes of Health COVID-19 treatment252

guidelines. SpO2 is percent Oxygen saturation, which is denoted by %O2Sat in our model. The mean (standard deviation)253

of the state-dependent distributions for this emission are 95.3%(3.56%) for the moderate state and 90.46%(12.04%) for the254

severe state. This is in close agreement with the NIH guidelines for determining disease severity. Note the large variance for the255

severe state emission distribution. This could be a result of severely ill patients having extremely low oxygen saturation levels256

in addition to severely ill patients having high oxygen saturation levels due to ventilation. Respiratory frequency is denoted by257

Respiration in our model. The mean (standard deviation) of the distributions for this emission are 19.02(3.14) breaths/minute258

for the moderate state and 25.8(5.36) breaths/minute for the severe state. We again have our model identifying the correct trend259

in mean values for the state-dependent emission distributions as specified by the NIH guidelines, namely respiratory frequency260

increases with more severe illness. Moreover the NIH threshold of 30 breaths/minute is within one standard deviation of the261

inferred severe state mean, suggesting that the model is in concordance with the NIH guidelines.262

Comparing EDI49 to our model’s latent state estimates provided us another evaluation of the correlation of our model’s263

inferred latent disease states to an externally validated disease severity metric. Figure 3 shows our model’s real-time state264

estimations on two example patients. The left column corresponds to a patient that transitioned to the discharged state while the265

right column corresponds to a patient that transitioned to the deceased state. All figures are color-coded to show the latent state266

with the highest conditional probability at the given observation time. Blue indicates that the moderate state is more probable267
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(α i
t < 0.5) while red indicates that the severe state is more probable (α i

t ≥ 0.5). The raw data, which has been normalized to268

have zero mean and unit standard deviation, is given in the top row. The second row shows the model’s real-time estimate of269

the probability of being in the severe state conditioned on all previously observed data. The bottom row shows the EDI for270

the two patients. The resulting z test statistic for this cohort was z = 10.17, giving a p-value of 2.28×10−20. Repeating this271

experiment on ten random train/test splits with a median (min, max) sample size of 517 (511,523) resulted in a mean (std. dev.)272

z test statistic of 9.83 (0.73), which implies a mean (std. dev.) p-value of 2.03×10−15 (4.74×10−15). This is strong evidence273

that the EDI and our model’s inferred state estimation probabilities are positively correlated.274

Risk Factor Analysis275

Tables 3 provides bootstrap confidence intervals for the transition probabilities for various covariates. Confidence intervals276

for statistics associated with mean wait times are shown in Table 4. The vector Y changes a single covariate in each statistic277

computed. To observe the effect of age, the vector Y has the age covariate set to one standard deviation above the mean of the278

empirical distribution of age across the population. The same is done when testing for the effect of BMI. When testing sex, the279

male indicator covariate is set to one. When testing race the Black indicator covariate is set to one. When testing a particular280

comorbidity, the relevant indicator covariate is set to one. Confidence intervals that fall to one side of zero suggest a statistically281

significant effect of the covariate under consideration. Such confidence intervals are marked by a ∗.282

The bootstrapped confidence intervals of the average relative risk RRi j(X ,Y ), which gives the relative risk of transitioning283

from state i to state j for patients with covariate vectors Y (treatment) and X (control) are shown in Table 3. The column284

moderate→severe gives the population-averaged relative risk of transitioning from the moderate state to the severe state for the285

various covariate comparisons. Higher ages are associated with a modest increase in risk with a relative risk of 1.077 compared286

to younger patients. Being male is associated with a nearly two-fold increase in the probability of transitioning from a moderate287

disease state to a severe disease state relative to females. Similarly, being Black is associated with an increase in this same288

transition probability by a factor of 1.622. All comorbidities are associated with increased risks ranging from a low of 1.33289

(asthma) to a high of 1.554 for hypertension. Higher BMI was associated with a modest decrease in risk (0.97), but this was not290

significant at the 5% level.291

The column severe→deceased gives the population-averaged relative risk of transitioning from the severe state to the292

deceased state for the various covariate comparisons. Note that once we condition on being in the severe state, we see that293

several covariates are actually associated with a decrease in risk of transitioning to the deceased state. In particular, being male294

(0.324), Black (0.294) or having a comorbidity (0.305-0.408) are all associated with a decreased risk of transition from severe295

to deceased. Age (1.208) and BMI (1.041) are the only two covariates associated with increased risks of transitioning from296

severe to deceased. However note that BMI and asthma are not significant at the 5% level.297

We find that the commonly cited risk factor BMI is not alone necessarily associated with adverse outcomes among298

hospitalized COVID-19 patients. In Table 3 we see that BMI is not significantly associated with disease progression, either299

from moderate to severe nor from severe to death. Instead we find that the comorbidities considered in this study (asthma,300

deabetes, hypertension and chronic kidney disease) are all associated with an increased risk of transitioning from moderate to301

severe disease states. To further investigate this we learned a similar model that did not contain comorbidities as covariates. In302

this model higher BMI did show a statistically significant increase in the probability of transitioning from moderate to severe303

illness. One interpretation of this result is that high BMI alone does not elevate the risk of adverse outcomes in COVID-19304

patients, but various comorbidities that are correlated with high BMI may elevate this risk. Finally, we note that age was the305

only risk factor that was associated with an increase in transition from moderate to severe and from severe to death.306

The third column of Table 3, labeled entry→deceased gives the relative risk of ending in the deceased state at the time of307

hospitalization. Note that despite the differential impacts of covaraites between disease states (namely both increasing and308

decreasing the risk depending on current disease state), the overall relative risk of ending in the deceased state is still increased309

for some of these covariates. In particular, being Black is associated with an increase in relative risk of mortality by a factor of310

1.271, which was found to be significant at the 5% level. Higher age was also found to be associated with an increased risk of311

ending in the deceased state significant at the 5% level. While being male was associated with an increased risk of mortality, it312

was not found to be significant at the 5% level. Similarly, diabetes, hypertension and kidney disease were all associated with313

moderate increases in the risk of mortality, but they were not significant at the 5% level. Higher BMI and asthma were both314

associated with a slight decrease in the relative risk of mortality, though not at the 5% level.315

Table 4 shows the population-averaged ratio of time spent in a given state before transitioning out of said state. Being male,316

being Black, having asthma, having diabetes and having hypertension were all associated with increased time spent in both317

the moderate and severe disease states, all significant at the 5% level. Male patients on average spend over 1.7 times more318

time in the moderate state and over 1.5 times more time in the severe state than females. Black patients on average spend over319

1.2 times more time in the moderate state and over 1.5 times more time in the severe state than White patients. For patients320

with hypertension, time in the moderate state increased by a factor of 1.7 and a factor of 1.45 in the severe state compared to321
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Intercept Age Male Black Other race

moderate 0.733 ( 0.595, 1.777)* 0.098 ( 0.004, 0.620)* -0.310 (-0.837, 0.651) -0.248 (-0.799, 0.300) 0.134 (-0.318, 0.692)

moderate→severe -3.979 (-4.461, -2.062)* -0.022 (-0.223, 0.110) 0.110 (-0.528, 0.469) 0.242 (-0.337, 0.585) -0.174 (-0.703, 0.311)

severe→moderate -2.375 (-2.498, -1.612)* 0.113 (-0.003, 0.343) -0.149 (-0.638, 0.032) -0.236 (-0.740, 0.012) -0.558 (-1.456, -0.346)*

severe→deceased -2.077 (-2.932, -1.856)* 0.230 (-0.046, 0.509) -1.573 (-1.919, -1.415)* -1.678 (-1.811, -1.451)* -1.441 (-1.842, -1.221)*

moderate→discharged -2.631 (-2.757, -2.315)* -0.145 (-0.314, 0.020) -1.740 (-1.829, -1.534)* -1.661 (-1.799, -1.512)* -1.441 (-1.597, -1.312)*

(a) Intercept and Demographics

BMI Asthma Hypertension Diabetes Kidney Disease

moderate 0.069 (-0.188, 0.356) 0.404 ( 0.026, 1.598)* 0.206 ( 0.003, 0.642)* -0.294 (-0.725, 0.200) -0.886 (-1.619, -0.743)*

moderate→severe 0.000 (-0.076, 0.161) -0.492 (-0.861, 0.311) -0.102 (-0.339, 0.281) 0.093 (-0.196, 0.410) 0.255 (-0.049, 0.647)

severe→moderate -0.049 (-0.159, 0.037) -0.728 (-1.677, -0.387)* -0.141 (-0.338, 0.200) -0.001 (-0.368, 0.171) 0.194 (-0.129, 0.544)

severe→deceased -0.024 (-0.313, 0.101) -1.791 (-2.053, -1.397)* -1.415 (-1.735, -1.247)* -1.311 (-1.630, -1.157)* -1.190 (-1.430, -1.003)*

moderate→discharged 0.050 (-0.067, 0.194) -1.568 (-1.753, -1.351)* -1.578 (-1.679, -1.369)* -1.387 (-1.495, -1.247)* -1.342 (-1.486, -1.195)*

(b) Body Mass Index and Comorbidities

Table 1. Maximum likelihood estimates and 95% CIs for Markov model parameters. Table (a) contains parameters associated

with the intercept term and demographics. Table (b) contains parameters associated with the body mass index and

comorbidities. The first row of each table corresponds to the parameters governing the initial state probability distribution,

specifically the probability that a patient is admitted to the hospital in the moderate disease state. Subsequent rows give

parameters that determine the log transition intensities between states . A ∗ denotes that the CI does not contain zero, indicating

that the parameter estimates are statistically significant at the 5% level.

patients without hypertension, while patients with diabetes spent 1.36 times more time in the moderate state and 1.232 times322

more time in the severe state compared to patients without diabetes. Patients with asthma had the largest relative increases in323

time-in-state. On average they spend over more than twice as long in both the moderate state and the severe state compared to324

patients without asthma. BMI and chronic kidney disease were not associated with significant differences in the relative time325

spent in each disease state. Higher age was associated with a decrease in time spent in the severe disease state, spending 0.762326

times as much time as younger patients.327

Discussion328

Understanding which risk factors are associated with adverse patient-centered outcomes is critical to improving patient care.329

A more dynamically responsive healthcare system should also consider when in the course of hospitalization certain risk330

factors are more associated with adverse patient-centered outcomes. By modeling the entire course of disease trajectories331

during hospitalization with a covariate-dependent, continuous-time hidden Markov model, we found known risk factors to have332

differential impacts on disease progression depending on the disease state of the patient. The risk factors that demonstrated this333

pattern were being male, Black and having a medical co-morbidity.334

Perhaps somewhat counter intuitive is the fact that a particular risk factor, such as being Black or being male, can be335

associated with an increase in the relative risk of transitioning from moderate to severe, a decrease in the relative risk of336

transitioning from the severe to deceased, and an increase in the overall relative risk of ending in the deceased state. This is337

best understood by remembering that the relative risks computed here are conditioned on being in a particular disease state.338

Taking sex as an example, the fact that being male is associated with an increase in the relative risk of transitioning from339

moderate to severe means that on average males are more likely to be in the severe state during the course of hospitalization340

compared to females. Similarly females are more likely to transition to the discharged state from the moderate disease state341

than males. But once we condition on being in the severe state and assess the risk of transitioning to the deceased state, a342

type of internal selection bias occurs where we only account for those males and females that are sick enough to make such a343

transition. Looking at only those individuals in the severe disease state it can happen (as is the case with sex, race and some344

comorbidities) that the risk of entering the deceased state is higher for the individuals that were less likely to enter the severe345

state in the first place. Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of this situation.346

The clinical implications revealed by the dynamic modeling in the current study are important. By only focusing on the347

static risk factors, a care-provider may mistakenly assign risks that do not reflect the true underlying risk conditioned on current348

disease state. For example, if a male and female patient are both assessed to be in a severe disease state, and the prevailing349

static risk factors are use to assign risk stratification of the the two patients, one may mistakenly infer that the male is at higher350

risk than the female because being male is considered a risk factor for adverse outcomes of COVID-19. But in fact, based351

on our findings the female patient is at higher risk of death once we condition on the current disease states of the patients.352
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moderate: mean (sd) severe: mean (sd) severe - moderate: mean severe - moderate: sd

CRP 7.616 (15.921) 13.981 (19.357) 6.365 (5.908, 7.752)* 3.437 (3.235, 4.558)*

BUN 26.949 (48.897) 46.979 (66.744) 20.03 (19.112, 27.625)* 17.847 (16.59, 22.293)*

LDH 293.603 (435.701) 412.222 (633.666) 118.619 (103.827, 175.606)* 197.965 (136.994, 373.51)*

Procalcitonin 0.275 (2.955) 6.531 (30.125) 6.257 (6.142, 12.462)* 27.17 (31.41, 42.88)*

Ferritin 540.846 (1170.917) 1005.174 (1737.225) 464.328 (215.532, 719.221)* 566.308 (360.748, 857.727)*

Anion gap 9.664 (12.761) 11.566 (14.369) 1.902 (1.681, 2.587)* 1.608 (1.531, 1.966)*

D-dimer 503.539 (2042.108) 3571.766 (9842.44) 3068.227 (2741.306, 5145.355)* 7800.332 (6535.207, 11623.335)*

% O2 Sat 95.303 (96.217) 90.457 (104.692) -4.846 (-7.282, -4.104)* 8.475 (7.274, 11.083)*

Hemoglobin 11.83 (14.068) 11.485 (14.18) -0.345 (-1.694, -0.105)* 0.112 (-0.156, 0.312)

Platelets 240.794 (352.091) 252.7 (390.568) 11.906 (-4.725, 38.576) 38.477 (19.823, 88.839)*

Systolic Pressure 125.506 (144.128) 121.404 (145.255) -4.102 (-24.917, 1.449) 1.128 (-0.795, 5.449)

Diastolic Pressure 70.554 (83.49) 68.954 (84.357) -1.6 (-13.316, 0.88) 0.868 (-0.507, 3.995)

Respirations 19.021 (24.438) 25.799 (26.663) 6.778 (6.562, 7.431)* 2.226 (-2.413, 2.815)

Temperature 98.188 (99.014) 98.93 (100.932) 0.741 (-0.56, 0.917) 1.919 (-1.495, 2.475)

Urine Output 329.539 (567.028) 516.239 (2839.693) 186.7 (116.68, 615.943)* 2272.665 (1044.5, 6726.363)*

Table 2. The first two columns give the maximum likelihood estimates of the emission distribution parameters (mean and

standard deviation of a normal distribution) for the moderate and severe states. The last two columns give bootstrapped 95%

CIs for the differences between the severe and moderate means and standard deviations. A ∗ denotes that the CI does not

contain zero, indicating that the difference between the severe and moderate state emission parameters are statistically

significant at the 5% level.

Relative Risk of Disease Progression (95% CI)

Covariate: Y/X moderate → severe severe → deceased entry → deceased

Age: High/Low 1.077 (1.011, 1.273)* 1.208 (0.941, 1.730) 1.256 (1.066, 1.575)*

Sex: Male/Female 1.905 (1.247, 2.402)* 0.324 (0.203, 0.455)* 1.255 (0.611, 1.534)

Race: Black/White 1.622 (1.185, 1.906)* 0.294 (0.202, 0.456)* 1.271 (1.107, 1.608)*

BMI: High/Low 0.970 (0.879, 1.029) 1.041 (0.668, 1.273) 0.960 (0.775, 1.096)

Asthma: Yes/No 1.331 (1.159, 1.658)* 0.408 (0.274, 0.880)* 0.973 (0.685, 1.402)

Diabetes: Yes/No 1.487 (1.204, 1.719)* 0.332 (0.232, 0.493)* 1.098 (0.748, 1.332)

Hypertension: Yes/No 1.554 (1.216, 1.827)* 0.353 (0.270, 0.508)* 1.085 (0.807, 1.356)

Kidney Disease: Yes/No 1.474 (1.220, 1.692)* 0.305 (0.215, 0.454)* 1.147 (0.920, 1.496)

Table 3. Maximum likelihood estimate and 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals (CI) for the relative risk of disease

progression between two cohorts. A * indicates that the CI does not contain the value 1, indicating a statistically significant

difference at the 5% level in experiencing the event between the cohorts. For Age and BMI Low/High are defined as one

standard deviation below/above the population mean.

Relative Average Time-in-State (95% CI)

Covariate: Y/X moderate severe

Age: High/Low 1.126 (0.852, 1.508) 0.762 (0.507, 1.055)

Sex: Male/Female 1.706 (1.351, 2.043)* 1.564 (1.311, 2.200)*

Race: Black/White 1.273 (0.945, 1.464) 1.577 (1.208, 2.436)*

BMI: High/Low 0.971 (0.748, 1.111) 1.091 (0.960, 1.444)

Asthma: Yes/No 2.177 (1.100, 2.943)* 2.448 (1.757, 5.657)*

Diabetes: Yes/No 1.355 (1.058, 1.662)* 1.232 (1.036, 1.665)*

Hypertension: Yes/No 1.720 (1.309, 2.049)* 1.452 (1.086, 1.688)*

Kidney Disease: Yes/No 1.142 (0.789, 1.561) 1.002 (0.719, 1.328)

Table 4. Maximum likelihood estimates and 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals (CI) for the relative average time spent in

both latent disease states. A * indicates that the CI does not contain the value 1, indicating a statistically significant difference

at the 5% level. For age and body mass index (BMI) low and high values are defined as one standard deviation below and

above the population mean, respectively.
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Such a conditional risk stratification may lead to improved patient outcomes as at-risk patients can be appropriately identified353

for intervention. Similarly this strategy may allow more focused allocation of hospital resources, especially during a global354

pandemic such as COVID-19, which has repeatedly strained hospital resources during multiple waves of mass infections.355

Higher age was the only risk factor shown to be associated with an increase in risk of disease progression from both the356

moderate disease state and the severe disease state. While the relative risk of transitioning from the severe state to the deceased357

state was not found to be significant at the 5% level, the CI for this value of (0.959,2.037), which is still rather strong evidence358

that higher age is associated with a higher relative risk of death. Moreover, higher age was the only factor found to decrease359

average time spent in the severe state, likely due to the fact that such patients are transitioning to the deceased state more360

quickly. These results are consistent with the well documented elevated risk that older COVID-19 patients face.361

BMI, on the other hand, did not appear to be a risk factor in either state. One explanation for this is the fact that the362

population under consideration is biased towards high BMI. The self-reported prevalence of obesity (BMI > 30) in the state of363

Ohio is 34.8%51, whereas the prevalence of obesity in the current dataset is 60%. Thus even though we find that BMI is not364

associated with elevated risks of disease progression among hospitalized COVID-19 patients, it does appear to be associated365

with higher rates of hospitalization among the general population. Another explanation for this finding is that BMI itself is366

not associated with changes in the relative risk of disease progression, but various medical co-morbidities that are correlated367

with high BMI are associated with such elevations in risk. This is supported by the fact that when we performed a similar368

analysis but without comorbidity information, higher BMI was found to be associated with an increased relative risk of disease369

progression.370

Importantly, while this model was trained only on EHR data from ProMedica health system in northwestern Ohio and371

southeastern Michigan, there is evidence that the results may be transferable to other cohorts. The high degree of correlation372

with EDI, which was validated on much larger datasets, suggests that that our approach is capable of transferring to other373

cohorts of patients. Another validation of our model’s state estimation results was found by comparing the inferred emission374

distribution parameters of our model to NIH clinical guidelines on identifying COVID-19 disease severity. Nevertheless, future375

work should validate the proposed model on a larger, independent dataset to see if similar results are observed. Extensions to376

the work herein involves relaxing the Markov assumption on disease dynamics, considering nonlinear effects of the covariates,377

and explicitly modeling interventions such as ventilation.378

Conclusion379

Compared to many reported studies that ignore the temporal progression of disease in their analysis, the current study provides380

a unique modeling-based approach on the progression of disease. The proposed approach performs risk forecasting and381

stratification based on the full patient trajectory and serves as an exploratory tool for generating novel clinical hypothesis. We382

estimated the parameters of our proposed ct-HMM based on a cohort of 1,362 hospitalized SARS-CoV-2 positive patients using383

Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. Because the disease burden states in our model are unobserved latent variables,384

we validate our model in two ways: We demonstrate the model’s ability to infer meaningful underlying disease states via385

comparisons with 1) National Institute of Health (NIH) established guidelines and 2) a widely known and proprietary risk386

metric called the Epic Deterioration Index. We demonstrate that our proposed model infers underlying disease states that are in387

general agreement with NIH guidelines on disease severity. We also show a statistically significant correlation between our388

model’s probabilistic risk assessments of disease state and the Epic Deterioration Index. By modeling the entire trajectory389

of hospitalized COVID-19 patients we were able to show statistically significant differences in the relative risk of disease390

progression conditional on current disease state. Such differences should be taken into consideration when performing risk391

stratification among hospitalized patients. Such information is potentially more actionable throughout the course of care,392

possibly leading to better patient outcomes.393

Appendix394

Markov Jump Process395

A finite state Markov jump process with state-space S is fully-characterized by an initial state probability distribution396

π = (π1,π2, ...,π|S |) over S and a transition intensity matrix Q that governs the rates of transitions between the states of397

S . The off-diagonal elements of Q are non-negative while the diagonal elements satisfy qii =−∑ j 6=i qi j. For homogeneous398

continuous-time Markov jump processes, the time spent in state i ∈ S is exponentially distributed with mean λi =−1/qii. If399

the process is in state i and transitions to a different state, the process goes to state j 6= i with probability pi j =−qi j/qii. We400

then say a sequence of random variables St is a Markov jump process if S0 = i with probability πi for i = 1,2, ..., |S | and the401

stochastic transitions are governed by the matrix Q as described above.402

To capture heterogeneity in disease progression, we can model the intensities as functions of patient-specific covariates.403

For a patient k, suppose Xk is a vector of M patient covariates, such as demographics and comorbidities. Then, we model the404
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Discharged: 1245 (91.4%) Deceased: 117 (8.6%) Total: 1,362

Sex: Female 603 (48.4%) 55 (47.0%) 658 (48.3%)

Sex: Male 642 (51.6%) 62 (53.0%) 704 (51.7%)

Race: White 894 (71.8%) 96 (82.1%) 990 (72.7%)

Race: Black 215 (17.3%) 15 (12.8%) 230 (16.9%)

Race: Other 136 (10.9%) 6 (5.1%) 142 (10.4%)

Co-morbidity: None 533 (42.8%) 28 (23.9%) 561 (41.2%)

Co-morbidity: Asthma 92 (7.4%) 6 (5.1%) 98 (7.2%)

Co-morbidity: Hypertension 553 (44.4%) 76 (65.0%) 629 (46.2%)

Co-morbidity: Diabetes 367 (29.5%) 43 (36.8%) 410 (30.1%)

Co-morbidity: Kidney Disease 129 (10.4%) 29 (24.8%) 158 (11.6%)

Age (Years) 62.0 (49.0 - 73.0) 78.0 (69.0 - 85.0) 63.0 (50.0 - 74.0)

Body Mass Index (kg/m2) 31.6 (27.3 - 37.3) 29.8 (25.5 - 34.4) 31.6 (27.025 - 37.275)

CRP (mg/dL) 7.3 (3.025 - 13.2) 14.85 (8.025 - 20.525) 8.1 (3.4 - 14.4)

BUN (mg/dL) 23.0 (16.0 - 35.5) 44.0 (28.0 - 72.0) 25.0 (17.0 - 40.0)

LDH (U/L) 293.0 (230.0 - 372.0) 364.0 (270.0 - 504.0) 297.0 (235.5 - 385.0)

Procalcitonin (ng/mL) 0.19 (0.1 - 0.52) 0.51 (0.22 - 2.61) 0.22 (0.103 - 0.69)

Ferritin (ng/mL) 459.0 (207.5 - 866.0) 685.0 (442.5 - 1203.5) 500.0 (231.0 - 939.75)

Anion Gap (mmol/L) 10.0 (8.0 - 12.0) 11.0 (9.0 - 13.0) 10.0 (8.0 - 12.0)

D-dimer (ng/mL) 449.0 (266.0 - 859.0) 1023.5 (510.5 - 2841.75) 494.0 (287.0 - 991.0)

% O2 Sat (%) 95.7 (92.0 - 98.0) 94.0 (91.0 - 97.0) 95.0 (92.0 - 97.8)

Hemoglobin (g/dL) 12.1 (10.2 - 13.5) 10.7 (8.8 - 12.4) 12.0 (10.0 - 13.4)

Platelets (109/L) 228.0 (167.0 - 307.0) 197.0 (145.75 - 260.0) 222.0 (164.0 - 301.0)

Systolic Pressure (mmHg) 123.0 (110.0 - 137.0) 121.0 (106.5 - 138.0) 123.0 (109.0 - 137.0)

Diastolic Pressure (mmHg) 70.5 (62.0 - 79.75) 64.0 (56.0 - 73.5) 69.0 (61.0 - 79.0)

Respirations (breaths/min) 20.0 (18.0 - 24.0) 23.0 (19.8 - 26.667) 20.0 (18.0 - 24.0)

Temperature (Fahrenheit) 98.2 (97.8 - 98.8) 98.2 (97.7 - 98.8) 98.2 (97.8 - 98.8)

Urine Output (mL) 300.0 (200.0 - 450.0) 200.0 (2.0 - 300.0) 300.0 (200.0 - 450.0)

Table 5. Data Summary: All patient-level covariates and observable vitals and labs (emissions) are summarized by discharged

and deceased end-states (columns one and two, repectively) and in aggregate (column three). Numeric values are summarized

by the median and interquartile range of the reference population. Binary indicator variables are summarized by the total

number and proportion within the reference population. Units for vitals and labs are provided.
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transition rate qi j for i 6= j as qi j(Xk) = ewi j ·Xk , where wi j ∈ R
M is a vector of parameters and wi j ·Xk denotes the dot product405

between vectors wi j and Xk. Because of the restrictions placed on transitions between latent states, we must have q03 = q12 = 0.406

Because states 2 and 3 are absorbing states, we must have q2i = q3i = 0 for i ∈ {0,1,2,3}.407

We similarly assume that the initial state probabilities are functions of patient-specific covariates. Letting π = (π0,π1,π2,π3)408

we assume πi(Xk) =
evi ·Xk

∑i evi ·Xk
for i ∈ {0,1,2,3}. Note that hospitalized patients cannot be in the discharged state or the deceased409

state when initially admitted, so we set π2 = π3 = 0. This leaves only one set of parameters to be learned for π0 since410

π1 = 1−π0.411

Transition Probability Matrix412

The probability transition function is given by the solution to the Kolmogorov forward equation.

P′(t) = QP(t)

The Markov infinitesimal generator Q has i jth entry qi j. Recall that we define qi = ∑ j 6=i qi j and entry qii =−qi. Our model has

a simple intensity matrix Q which is as follows.

Q =









−q0 q01 q02 0

q10 −q1 0 q13

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0









(2)

In this case the Kolmogorov forwrad equations can be solved exactly, the solution of which is

p00(t) =
1

2

(

1+
q1 −q0

λ1 −λ2

)

eλ1t +
1

2

(

1− q1 −q0

λ1 −λ2

)

eλ2t

p01(t) =
q01

λ1 −λ2
eλ1t − q01

λ1 −λ2
eλ2t

p02(t) =
q02

2λ1

(

1+
q1 −q0

λ1 −λ2

)

(

eλ1t −1
)

+
q02

2λ2

(

1− q1 −q0

λ1 −λ2

)

(

eλ2t −1
)

p03(t) =
q13q01

λ1(λ1 −λ2)

(

eλ1t −1
)

− q13q01

λ2(λ1 −λ2)

(

eλ2t −1
)

p10(t) =
q10

(λ1 −λ2)
eλ1t − q10

(λ1 −λ2)
eλ2t

p11(t) =
1

2

(

1− q1 −q0

λ1 −λ2

)

eλ1t +
1

2

(

1+
q1 −q0

λ1 −λ2

)

eλ2t

p12(t) =
q02q10

λ1 −λ2

(

1

λ1
(eλ1t −1)− 1

λ2
(eλ2t −1)

)

p13(t) =
q13

2(λ1 −λ2)

(

q0 −q1 +λ1 −λ2

λ1
(eλ1t −1)− q0 −q1 −λ1 +λ2

λ2
(eλ2t −1)

)

, where λ1 =
−(q0+q1)+

√
(q0−q1)2+4q10q01

2 and λ2 =
−(q0+q1)−

√
(q0−q1)2+4q10q01

2 are the eigenvalues of the matrix Q. This gives413

us a closed form representation of the probability transition matrix P(t) for any set of patient covariates, which can then be used414

to compute the likelihood function.415

Define the limiting distributions p∗03 = limt→∞ p03(t) and p∗13 = limt→∞ p13(t), which can easily be derived using the above

solutions.

p∗03 = lim
t→∞

p03(t) =
q01q13

q0q1 −q01q10

p∗13 = lim
t→∞

p13(t) =
q0q13

q0q1 −q01q10

One interesting quantity is the ratio of these two limiting probabilities: . This gives a sense of the relative risk between

the moderate disease burden and severe disease burden states for a particular patient. Then higher values
p∗03
p∗13

indicate that the

limiting distributions are similar, which means the death rates for medium-severity and high-severity patients in this cohort are

similar. Then for these patients being in the high risk state is not that much worse than being in the medium risk state. On the
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other hand, for lower values of
p∗03
p∗13

, the high risk state is relatively much more dangerous. This ratio has another interpretation

as well. Note that

p∗03

p∗13

=
q01

q01 +q02
.

The right-hand side of this equation is the probability of transitioning to the severe risk state, conditioned on transitioning out of416

the moderate disease state at a given time t.417

Hitting Probabilities418

The hitting time of a state in a continuous-time Markov chain is a random variable that gives the time-to-first-entry into the state419

given a particular starting state. More precisely, we define the hitting time of state r ∈ S of a Markov chain St with initial state420

St = s as Tsr = inf{t > 0|St = r}. Expected hitting times associated with the discharged and deceased states are not defined,421

since there are two absorbing states. Namely, the expected hitting times of these two states is unbounded.422

The hitting probabilities are defined however. Denote by A = {discharged,deceased} the set of end (absorbing) states of

the Markov chain, and define τ = inf{t > 0|St ∈ A } to be the hitting time of the set A . Then, the hitting probability of the

deceased state conditioned on starting in state s is the conditional probability P(Sτ = 3|S0 = s). The set of hitting probabilities

over all starting states forms a vector v that is the minimal non-negative solution to Qv[s] = 0 for all s 6= 3 and v[3] = 1. The

solution to this is easily shown to be

v =

(

q13q01

q0q1 −q01q10
,

q13q0

q0q1 −q01q10
,0,1

)T

= (p∗03, p∗13,0,1)
T .

Notice that they correspond to the limiting distributions p∗03 and p∗13. This is again because of the fact that deceased and423

discharged states are both absorbing.424

The way to interpret these probabilities is that if you currently are in state s, then v[s] is the probability you eventually wind

up in the deceased state. Such a probability can be used as measure of risk of an adverse outcome for hospitalized patients.

However, because the latent states moderate and severe are unobserved, we can’t definitively know what the current state of the

patient is. We can instead compute these hitting probabilities conditioned on any observations we have made of the patients up

to that point. Specifically, if we have a covariate vector Xi for patient i and a sequence of observations Y i
1:n = (Y i

t1
,Y i

t2
, ...,Y i

tn
)

made at times t1, t2, ..., tn, then we compute the hitting probabilities conditioned on the patient covariates and all previously

collected data. For a given patient i with covariate vector Xi, let τi denote the hitting time of the absorbing states A , and let vi

denote the hitting probabilities. We then compute the following.

P(Si
τi
= 3|Y i

1:t ,Xi) = ∑
s∈S

P(Si
τi
= 3,Si

t = s|Y i
1:t ,Xi)

= ∑
s∈S

P(Si
τi
= 3|Si

t = s,Y i
1:t ,Xi)P(S

i
t = s|Y i

1:t ,Xi)

= ∑
s∈S

P(Si
τi
= 3|Si

t = s)P(Si
t = s|Y i

1:t ,Xi)

= ∑
s∈S

vi[s]α i
t [s]

= vT
i ·α i

t

Note that given parameter estimates for the ct-HMM we can easily compute these probabilities for any new patient.425

Moreover these probabilities can be updated each time new observations are made, whether vital measurements or lab results.426

In this way the conditional hitting probability of the deceased state acts as a real-time forecast of an adverse outcome for427

hospitalized COVID-19 patients.428

Note that we can also estimate the expected length of stay in the hospital for a given patient. In terms of the underlying

Markov chain, this is the mean first-passage time to the absorbing set A , τ̄i = E [τi], where τi = inf{t > 0|St ∈ A ,S0 = i}. The

set of these values, τ̄ = (τ̄0, τ̄1, τ̄2, τ̄3) is given by the solution to a set of linear equations.

τ̄0 =
q01 −q11

q00q11 −q10q01

τ̄1 =
q10 −q00

q00q11 −q10q01

τ̄2 = 0

τ̄3 = 0
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Likelihood Function429

Given a probabilistic model which generates random variables X given model parameters θ , the likelihood function L(θ |x)430

is the full joint probability distribution P(X = x|θ) taken as a function of model parameters θ given fixed observed data x.431

Maximizing the likelihood function L(θ |x) with respect to θ gives the maximum likelihood estimator θ̂(x) of the parameters θ .432

When transitions in a Markov jump processes are unobserved, which occurs when observation times do not coincide with433

transition times, the likelihood function depends on the Markov probability transition function P( j, t|i,s), which gives the434

probability of the process being in state j ∈ S at time t > 0, given that the process was in state x ∈ S at time s < t. Denote435

by P(t|s) the matrix whose i, j entry is P( j, t|i,s). According to the Kolmogorov equations, the matrix P(t|s) is determined436

by an intensity matrix Q(u) with i, j entry qi j(u) defined for all u ∈ [s, t]. Specifically, given such an intensity matrix Q(u),437

the probability transition matrix P(t|s) is the unique solution to the matrix differential equation ∂
∂ t

P(t|s) = P(t|s) ·Q(t), with438

initial condition P(s|s) = In, where In the identity matrix of size n. When the transition intensity matrix Q is constant we say439

the Markov jump process is time-homogeneous, and the solution to the Kolmogorov equation is given by P(t|s) = e(t−s)Q
440

where eX = ∑
∞
k=0

1
k! Xk is the exponential matrix function for matrix X . In general this exponential matrix function must be441

approximated numerically, but in our case it is available in closed form. Details can be found in the supplementary material.442

Suppose a Markov jump process with initial state probability π and transition intensity matrix Q is observed at times

T = {t1, t2, ..., tn}, and St j
∈ S = {0,1,2, ..., |S |−1} is the state of the Markov jump process at time t j ∈ T , which is the jth

observation time. We do not assume that the observation times coincide with transition times. Suppose there are K emissions

associated with each state of the Markov jump process, and denote the kth probability density function for observation y at

state s by fk(y|θ k
s ), where θ k

s are the parameters defining the distribution. Let Yt j
= (y1

t j
,y2

t j
, ...,yK

t j
) be the complete set of

emissions at time t j where yk
t j

is the kth emission at time t j. Let S = (St1 ,St2 , ...,Stn) be the vector of all of Markov states, and let

Y = (Yt1 ,Yt2 , ...,Ytn) be the complete set of all observed emissions. Finally, let θ = θ k
s )s,k be the set of all emission parameters

and let φ = (π,Q,θ) be the set of all model parameters. Then the full joint likelihood function can be decomposed as follows:

L(φ |S,Y ) = P(S,Y |φ) = P(Y |S,θ)P(S|π,Q) = P(St1 |π)P(Yt1 |St1 ,θ)
n

∏
j=2

P(St j
|St j−1

,Q)P(Yt j
|St j

,θ)

The marginal likelihood is given by

L(φ |Y ) = ∑
S

L(φ |Y,S),

where the sum is taken over all possible sequences of S. Computing this sum is prohibitively expensive in all but the smallest443

problems. However, the marginal likelihood can be computed much more efficiently by recursive computations that leverage444

the dependence structure of the probabilistic model. See Scott (2002)44 for details.445

If M distinct Markov processes are observed according to the emission process θ , and each jump process is independent446

and identically distributed according to (π,Q), then we simply index all quantities by the number of processes observed and447

take the product over all individual likelihood functions. Specifically, we let Si and Y i be the sets of all Markov states and448

observed emissions for i = 1, ...,M. Then the full joint likelihood is ∏
M
i=1 L(φ |Si,Y i). The marginal likelihood is obtained by449

taking the sum over all possible sequences of every Markov jump process, ∑S1 · · ·∑SM ∏
M
i=1 L(φ |Si,Y i).450

Observed States and Transition Times451

Observation times typically do not coincide with transition times. It is assumed that observation times are non-informative452

and random. However we wish to consider cases where some states are observed directly (without emissions). We also wish453

to consider cases where transition times are observed. Specifically, we must account for observed transitions into a known454

absorbing states discharged and deceased. These are fully observed states and the exact time of transition into these states are455

known. Observed states can be handled by including indicator random variables as emissions in the set Eti . To account for456

observed transition times we must incorporate this additional information into the likelihood function.457

Suppose times t1 and t2 are not associated with known transition times, but observation times. Suppose time t3 is associated

with a known transition time into a fully observed absorbing state j ∈ S . The likelihood function for this patient is

P(E,S,θ ,Λ) = π(St1)P(Et1 |St1)P(St2 |St1)P(Et2 |St2)P(St3 |St2)P(Et3 |St3). (3)

Because times t1 and t2 are associated with observation times we have

P(St2 = j|St1 = i) = Pi j(t2 − t1)

, where Pi j(t2 − t1) =
[

e(t2−t1)Q
]

i j
. On the other hand, because t3 is an observed transition time, there is more information that

needs to be accounted for in the likelihood function. In particular, it is known that a transition occurs at time t3. This can not be
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said of time t1 or t2. To account for this additional information, consider the following, which follows from the properties of

continuous-time homogeneous Markov chains. Because a transition occurs at time t3, we can find a value ε > 0 such that with

probability 1−O(ε) the patient is in state i ∈ Nin[ j] for all t ∈ (t3 −ε, t3), where Nin[ j] = {i ∈ S |qi j > 0} is the set of all states

which can transition into state j. We can then approximate the term P(St3 |St2) as

P(St3 = j|St2 = k)≈ ∑
i∈Nin[ j]

P(St3−ε = i|St2 = k)P(S(t) = i ∀t ∈ (t3 − ε, t3)|S(t3 − ε) = i)P(S(t3) = j|S(t) leaves i at time t3)

= ∑
i∈Nin[ j]

Pki(t3 − t2 − ε)qie
−εqi

qi j

qi

= ∑
i∈Nin[ j]

Pki(t3 − t2 − ε)qi je
−εqi .

Taking the limit of the right hand side as ε ↓ 0, this approximation becomes more exact, giving us the following

P(St3 = j|St2 = k) = ∑
i∈Nin[ j]

Pki(t3 − t2)qi j.

Parameter Initialization Sensitivity Analysis458

Figure 4 provides the log likelihood values from 250 random initializations. Subfigure (a) shows the full training trajectory459

while subfigure (b) shows only the final values. No random initialization significantly outperformed the zero initialization, with460

the best initialization only resulting in a 0.1% increase in the log likelihood.461

Disease State Estimation462

Estimates of the latent disease states make up a sequence of probability distributions known as the forward variables in the

HMM literature. Suppose patient i has N total observations at times t1, t2, ..., tN . Let the latent disease state of patient i at time

t be denoted by Si
t , let the covariate vector of patient i be denoted by Xi, and let all of patient i’s observed data up to the nth

observation be Y i
1:n. An estimate of patient i’s disease state at the nth observation is given by a probability distribution over

the possible states, which we denote by the vector α i
n. For ease of notation we label the states moderate, severe, discharged,

and deceased as 0, 1, 2, and 3 respectively. With this notation, the probability that patient i is in state s = 0,1,2,3 at the nth

observation is given by

α i
n[s] = P(Si

tn
= s|Y i

1:n,Xi,φ).

Note that, because the end states are observed, if the patient is still hospitalized, the probability of being in one of the463

two end states is zero. Thus, the only non-zero values in the vector α i
t will be the probability that the patient is in the464

moderate disease state α i
t [0] and the probability that the patient is in the severe disease state α i

t [1]. Moreover, because we must465

have α i
t [0] = 1−α i

t [1], the single probability α i
t [1] is sufficient for assessing the patient’s current disease state. All forward466

probabilities can be computed via a forward pass of the forward-backward algorithm, a standard computational technique in467

HMM inference44. This recursive computation is used when computing the marginal likelihood for the observed data or can be468

computed for out-of-sample patient data.469
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(a) Data of discharged patient (b) Data of deceased patient

(c) PP sequence of discharged patient (d) PP sequence of deceased patient

(e) EDI of discharged patient (f) EDI of deceased patient

Figure 3. Data, posterior probability of severe illness and EDI for a patient that was discharged (left column) and a patient

that died (right column). The background colors (red/blue) indicate which state the model infers as the most probable,

conditioned on all previously observed data.
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Figure 4. Results of initialization sensitivity analysis.
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